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This law firm represents the Utah Pride Center, a Utah 501(c)(3) organization C'UPC"). UPC has
requested that we opine on two issues. The first is its response to the Covid-l9 pandemic, which included
restructuring efforts to increase UPC's efficiency and included employee layoffs. The second is the
adequacy and thoroughness of UPC's response to a letter of complaint from a former employee who was
laid offby UPC. The Complainant raised several issues conceming mismanagement and discrimination
by UPC staff and volunteer board members. We address each of these issues below.

UPC Restructuring
We reviewed documents prepared by and on behalf of UPC and interviewed UPC staff regarding
its restructuring plan. In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, eaiy in 2020, major corporate contributions

and commitments to UPC declined by 20-25% aad individual giving dropped by neaiy

40Yo.

Additionally, UPC was forced to postpone and re-imagine its 2020 Pride Festival, a major fund-raising
event that has historically been held in June. Based on its review of2019 financials, UPC calculated that
48% of its revenues were tied to events and another 19% from corporate sponsorships tied to events. The
remainder of its funding came from grants and government conffacts.
UPC consulted with local govemment agencies and non-profit organizations and ran financial
models which showed that it would experience a budget reduction ofat least $500,000 in 2020. UPC then
extended its financial forecasting for an l8-month planning window, which projected losses of $1.2
million. Based on these numbers and nonprofit sector projections that predict that support for non-profits
in the form of grants, sponsorships and gifts will take at least several years to retum to their pre-2020
levels, UPC's board of directors adopted an organizational restructuring plan. As part of that plan, UPC
laid off 13 employees.
Based on our document review, which included UPC's restructuring plan, Form 990, meeting
minutes, and other documents, as well as a review of reports provided by outside service providers and
interviews we conducted with UPC board members, we opine that UPC's response was prudent and
appropriate under the circumstances. We further opine that the board's decision to reduce staffing and
engage outside service providers to increase operational efficiency was made after due deliberation and
consideration of UPC's stated objectives of continuing to deliver essential services while maintaining the
organization's on-going economic viability.
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UPC's Response to Allegations of Mismanagement
As referenced above, a former UPC employee who was among those laid off in 2020, circulated a
letter in May 2020 that questioned certain UPC human resource, finance and management practices. Lr
response to Complainant's claim that UPC failed to adequately respond to allegations of past
mismanagement and financial improprieties, we reviewed UPC's efforts to investigate Complainant's
allegations. We also reviewed current steps UPC has taken to ensure that its fiscal and other policies are
adequate for a non-profit organization of its size and scope.

Our review process included interviewing several board members regarding Complainant's
allegations ofnegligence, improper book-keeping and potential theft that allegedly occurred in 2019. We
also reviewed the contemporaneous findings of UPC's Executive, Finance and Govemance Committees.
Further, we reviewed a hndings report prepared by forensic accountant Shehan Jaro, who was engaged by
UPC to scrutinize the Complainant's allegations.

On the basis of the above, UPC's intemal and extemal reviews appeared to be adequate and
appropriate, and we were not able to find any evidence to substantiate the Complainant's allegations of
wrong-doing on UPC's part. In arriving at this conclusion, we relied on Mr. Jaro's forensic accounting
report which found no evidence substantiating Complainant's claims of theft or financial misconduct by
a former employee. Mr. Jaro attributed certain reconciliation discrepancies in the bank and credit card
statements to that former employee's failure to track credit card receipts. Mr. Jaro's report recommended
a separation ofduties wherein the responsibilities ofreconciling UPC's credit card and bank accounts be
assigned to UPC's Finance Committee. This reassignment was approved by UPC's board and adopted
effective as of April 22,2019. Mr. Jaro further noted that he was later informed that all receipts had been
accounted for.
We also relied on the minutes from UPC's June 8, 2020, board meeting. The minutes reflect that

the Govemance Committee reported on its investigation of Complainant's allegations and that the
committee had incorporated input from multiple sources including accountants, legal counsel, HR counsel
multiple board, staff and members of the community. The Finance Committee report similarly stated that
it was working with UPC staffand an outside firm to upgrade financial reporting, and that its restructuring
included developing budgetary modeling in response to the Covid-l9 pandemic and reduced firnding
opportunities.

Finally, we conducted multiple interviews with board members, who stated that UPC was already
in the process of adopting new control measures and engaging outside service providers prior to receiving
Complainant's complaint. The board members explained that these measures were undertaken for the
purpose of increasing UPC's operational efficiencies. As UPC's finances became increasingly complex,
UPC recognized that its intemal bookkeepers would require professional assistance in order to ensure its
financial reporting was GAAP-compliant. UPC provided us with records showing that the accounting firm
of Eide Bailly LLP was hired to prepare UPC's 2017 and 2018 Form 990 tax retums. The records also
show that early in 2018, UPC changed its fiscal year and began working to implement a new accounting
structure with Now CFO, a company that provides professional finance and accounting consulting
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services. In2020, UPC requested that Now CFO review UPC's financial processes and assist UPC's new
accounting firm to become familiar with its finances.

Among those documents provided to us were service agreements between UPC and two of its
outside professional service providers, Summit Technology, an information technology firm that provides
technology solutions to non-profit organizations; and Now CFO, a finance and professional accounting
consulting company. We opine that the agreements were reviewed are standard commercial contracts and
contain business terms that are customarily found in agreements between professional service providers
and non-profit clients.
Based on the above information, we opine that UPC's restructuring appears to meet professional
standards, and that it appearc the restructuring was undertaken after due deliberation and review by UPC's
board of directors. UPC's restructuring appears to have been undertaken for a legitimate business
purpose-to provide for effrcient processes in light of UPC's relatively small staff and budget and

operational constraints-and that in the restructuring, the board determined that UPC's objectives would
be best served by engaging outside service providers to provide certain necessary services to the
organization. We found no indication that the reorganization was adopted due to mismanagement, fraud,
or theft.

Discrimination Allegations
Finally, the Complainant alleged that on at least one occasion, UPC had circumvented its own
practices to hire a particular candidate. Complainant also generally alleged UPC had engaged in
discriminatory hiring and compensation policies. We briefly address these allegations below.
Regarding Complainant's claim that UPC had circumvented its own practices by hiring a specific
employee, UPC's Govemance Committee interviewed management and board members and found that
the employee in question was properly interviewed and her qualifications verified. The employee in
question was a program founder and was already managing the program on a volunteer basis. Moreover,
program participants supported her hiring. We reviewed UPC's policy manual regarding this issue and
found that there were no mandatory requirements on hiring practices in place prohibiting the hiring of this
individual. The board members we interviewed explained that the employee's reporting line ran directly
to UPC's director and consequently there were no actual or potential conflicts of interest that indicated
nepotism or favoritism played a part in this hire.
Regarding Complainant's remaining allegations of discrimination, we interviewed current board
members, evaluated a sunmary of HR complaints made by former employees, and reviewed a letter by
Stratus HR" the PEO engaged by UPC ("Stratus').
In response to Complainant's claim that a gender-based wage gap existed at UPC, Stratus prepared
a payroll analysis that showed there was no such wage gap and found no evidence of any wage
discrimination of any kind at UPC. We examined the spreadsheet provided by UPC and concur with
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Stratus' determination that, based on the information in the spreadsheet, there was no evidence ofa genderbased wage gap.

In her letter, Complainant asked for the results of the cultural climate survey conducted early in
January/February of 2020.
Early in 2020, Stratus conducted an anonymous cultural climate survey of UPC employees. We
reviewed a copy of the survey. The satisfaction ratings reflected that 78Yo of the respondents indicated
that they were satisfied or extremely satisfied with their employment. One respondent indicated that they
were dissatisfied.
The Complainant asked whether UPC conducted any annual employee performance reviews.
Salt Lake City attomey Jaylin Jenkins attended the June 8, 2020 board meeting and presented on
the subject of non-profit ethics and decision-making in difficult times. Stratus President Brad Fragaran
attended the same meeting at the invitation ofthe executive committee and presented a l2-month calendar
on communications and team-building as part of UPC's restructuring efforts and strategic plan. Fragaran
recommended that UPC implement certain practices, including additional trainings focused on feedback,
communications coaching, and the adoption of management best practices. He also recommended that
Stratus begin working with UPC to implement an annual employee review form program as a complement
to UPC's on-going review of individual and team goals, objectives, and outcomes. Notwithstanding Mr.
Fragaran's recommendations that UPC begin providing additional management and organizational values
haining, he reported that Stratus HR saw no glounds for any legal claims against UPC. Based on those
documents we reviewed and the interviews we conducted, we concur with Strafus's determination.

In addition to the above, UPC also provided us with documentation showing that they had
consulted various extemal sources in response to the Complainant's allegations of discrimination. The
documentation indicated that UPC had consulted several sources regarding best practices in human
resource procedures, including Stratus, the Utah Labor Commission, leaders in the Utah non-profit
community, and two different attomeys. We opine that this response was sufficient given the
circumstances and the nature of the allegations made by Complainant.

Conclusion
Our research included interviews with UPC board members, the review of written materials
prepared and fumished by UPC and outside sources, which included meeting minutes, compiled reports,
email communications, tax retums, and other documents, do not reveal any indications of discrimination,
financial impropriety, or similar unethical conduct by UPC staff or management. Rather, our review leads
us to conclude that UPC thoroughly and timely considered the allegations leveled by Complainant, sought
both intemal and extemal guidance from subject-matter experts, and then took appropriate remedial action
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which included, where appropriate, the adoption of new policies aad practices related to the restructuring
and the reallocation of workplace duties.
Sincerely,

RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER NELSON
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